Liapounoffs theorem states that if (X, 2) is a measurable space and p: 2->R¿ is nonatomic, bounded, and countably additive, then 91 (/i) = (p(A): A EÏ) is compact and convex. WThen 2 is replaced by a o-complete Boolean algebra or an F-algebra (to be defined) and ju is allowed to be only finitely additive, 91 ( p) is still convex. If 2 is any Boolean algebra supporting nontrivial, nonatomic, finitely-additive measures and Z is a zonoid, there exists a nonatomic measure on 2 with range dense in Z. A wide variety of pathology is examined which indicates that ranges of finitely-additive, nonatomic, finite-dimensional, vector-valued measures are fairly arbitrary.
1. Ranges need not be compact. Liapounoffs theorem, as proved by Halmos [10] or Lindenstrauss [13] , state that if 2 is a a-algebra of subsets of a set X and u -» Rd is a nonatomic countably additive function 2 then the range, Sl(u) = {n(A): A E 2}, of ju is a convex compact set. We are interested in the finitely additive analogue. Here 2 is replaced by some Boolean algebra © with supremum X and /x: % -> Rd denoted by (u,, . . . , fid) where p., the jth component of u, is in BA(%), the finitely-additive measures on © of bounded variation, and is nonatomic for all /. Recall [1] , [14] , [20] , [21] that a nonatomic measure ¡i on © is one such that for any e > 0 there is a partition {Ax, . . . , A"} of % such that the total variation, | ¡i\(Aj), of Aj under ¡i is at most e. Such measures are also called continuous. A measure ¡u. on % is nonatomic iff the corresponding Radon measure fi on the Stone space X% is a nonatomic Radon measure. All measures absolutely continuous with respect to nonatomic measures are again nonatomic, both in (DlL(Ari6), the Radon measures on X%, and in BA(9> ). If u is a nonatomic vector-valued measure on % with values in R** and / is any linear functional on Rd, then I ° ¡i, defined by composition, is a nonatomic element of BACS>). More generally, / may be a linear transformation of Rd into another vector space E, in which case / ° u is a nonatomic vector-valued measure with finite-dimensional range in E.
Liapounoffs theorem fails in the finitely-additive context only in the fact that <31(ju) need not be compact. Due to lack of compactness Lindenstrauss' elegant proof cannot be adapted to show convexity of 91 (jit). An adaptation of Halmos' proof is available to establish this result (Theorem 2-2). Liapounoffs theorem guarantees that 9l( /x) is convex and compact, hence contains 91 (it). Since .Jug is totally disconnected the Baire algebra is the monotone sequential closure of the clopen algebra. Let & denote those Baire sets E c X^ with ß(E) E 9l(/x). S contains the clopen algebra of X%. If {£": n G N} is a monotone sequence in S with limit F, then /1(F) = limn_>00 ß(En) E 9l( /x). Thus, S is monotone sequentially closed, hence is the Baire algebra. This establishes the lemma. □ Remarks.
(1) This is the strongest version of Liapounoffs theorem valid for general Boolean algebras. This is easily seen by considering the case where cardCS ) = N0, in which case 91 ( u) is also countable.
(2) For a Boolean algebra 95 to carry a nontrivial nonatomic measure it is necessary and sufficient that 95 contain a countable nonatomic subalgebra 950 (i.e., the clopen algebra of the Cantor set) [16, Theorem 1] . It is only in this context that the considerations in this article are nonvacuous.
Corollary
1-1-1. Let /x = (u" /x2, . . . , (id) be a nonatomic measure on the Boolean algebra 65. In order that { /x,,..., /xrf} be a mutually singular set of measures on 95 it is necessary and sufficient that 91 (u) = IT,-., [-|| w~||, || u/l|]-Proof. We always have -|l«/ll < tyC*4) < 11«/II when A G 95. Hence, 9l (u) and, consequently, 9l(/x) are in Ud_x [-|| u/"||, || u/||]. The measures {/x" . . . , fid} are mutually singular iff there exists a partition [Ax , Ax , . . ., Ad , Ad} such that ||tt/|| -e < n,(A/) < ||u/|| and || jtx,-II -« < -«M~> < l.ftl for a11 J = I, ... ,d. By letting A = U /_, ^/°\ where e: (1, ...yd}-* {♦, -}is arbitrarily chosen, we find that mL4) is arbitrarily close to one of the corners of the rectangular parallelopiped lld=x [ -||u/~|l> || «/||], hence each corner is in 9t(u). Since 9l(«) is convex the entire parallelopiped is in 9l(n) if {«,, . . . , «¿} are mutually singular. Now suppose that /x is such that 9l(/x) is the entire parallelopiped. There is for any i =£j an A E 95 such that ¡i^A) > || u,+ || -e and \i¡iA) > ||u/|| -e. We have then that jw,+ (/l) > ||u,+ || -e and nfiA) < e. Since e is arbitrary, /i)+-L/x/._. Similarly /x,+ _Lju/, /x,~_Lii~, and u,~-Lu/. Thus u,-L«y. Since / ^y are arbitrary the corollary is established, fj Theorem 1-2. If 95 « a Boolean algebra admitting a nontrivial nonatomic measure there exists a ¡i: 95 -» R2 wn/c« « nonatomic, nonnegative and finitely additive with <3L(p)*WdProof. Assume to the contrary that 91 (/x) is compact for all finitely-additive, nonatomic, nonnegative /x: 95 -* R2. Let it be a nonatomic element of BA(9> ) and let u' = (w + , m~). There exists, by Corollary 1-1-1, an A E 95 such that ¡x+(A) = ||/x + || and /x~L4) = 0. As a consequence, p(A) = sup{/x(^'): A' G 95} = ||u+||.
Sobczyk and Hammer [20, Corollary 2.1] implies that /x restricted to A is /x+ and u restricted to Ac is -p. That is, p(A') = p+(A' n A) -p~(A' \A) for all A'. Thus, /x has a Hahn decomposition for all nonatomic u G Fvl(95). As a consequence, if »! and u2 are singular elements of BA +(95 ) there is an A E 95 such that px(A) = || /x,|| and p2(A) = 0, for if /x = it, -p2, then /x+ = it, and u~ = Uj. If /I] and ß2 are mutually singular elements of CÜ\L+(X<S), then there exists a clopen subset A of X% such that supp(j5[) c A and supp(/x2) c /lc. Pick a nontrivial /x G Fvl+(95) which is nonatomic. Let ß he the corresponding measure on X^ and let X^ = supp(/x). Since ß ^ 0 is a nonatomic element of 91L+(Ar ); A" is not a scattered compact Hausdorff space (Semadeni [19, 19.7.6] ). Since X is nonscattered there is a closed separable perfect subset Y ^ 0 such that ß(Y) = 0 (Semadeni [19, 19.7. Proof. The proof of Theorem 1-2 demonstrated the existence, for any /x nonatomic on 95, of a nonatomic v with v ± /x. Let {pa} be a maximal mutually singular collection in F4,+(95) consisting of nonatomic measures. If this collection is countable let /x be a countable convex combination so that /xa <c m for all a. There is a v nontrivial and nonatomic with vLfi, hence with v _L/xa for all a. Since v may be chosen in BAX(%), the maximality of {/xa) is contradicted. Thus, {ua} is uncountable. □ Recall that a nonnegative measure space (X, 2, p) is semifinite iff for any AQ E 2 with ß(A0) > 0, one has p(A0) = sup{ n(A): A c A0, p(A) < oo). Also recall that LCC*+(X, 2, /x) is the positive cone of the dual of L°°(X, 2, p).
1-2-4. Let (X, 2, u) be a nonnegative semifinite measure space. There exists in LX*+(X, 2, «) an uncountable family of elements singular with respect to LX(X, 2, /x)provided that LX(X, 2, u) is infinite dimensional.
Proof. By restriction to an element A of 2 with 0 < p(A) < oo, one may assume that u is a finite nonatomic measure on (X, 2). LX*+(X, 2, p) may be considered as BA +(2J1) where 2^ is the quotient of 2 modulo u-negligible sets. Apply Corollary 1-2-3 to 95 = 2^. If this assumption is not valid then there is a o-finite A G 2 which is a union of N0 u-atoms. By restriction of p to A one can assume that Lco(X, 2, p) is Banach lattice isomorphic to l^-^ßN).
Since ßN supports nonatomic Radon probabilities, Corollary 1-2-3 is once again applicable since there is a nonatomic probability measure on 2^. fj Remarks.
(1) In Corollaries 1-2-3 and 1-2-4 one can obtain mutually singular families of cardinality c and 2C, respectively, where c = 2"°. See Corollaries 3-2-2 and 3-2-3.
(2) Do there exist uncountable mutually singular families of countably-additive nonatomic probabilities on a measurable space (X, 2)? When 2 is only required to be a a-complete Boolean algebra, the answer is no. Take (X, 2, u) to be a nonatomic probability space. All countably additive measures on 2^, the quotient of 2 with the it-negligible sets, are absolutely continuous with respect to p and the countable chain conditions on 2^ rules out having uncountably many, disjoint, countably-additive probabilities on 2M. If 2 is the Baire algebra of a nonscattered compact Hausdorff space there do exist such families. One instance of a measurable space (X, 2) not admitting such a family is when 2 contains all sets of outer measure 0 for some probability measure p. In this case only countably many members of a mutually singular family of countably-additive probabilities on 2 are not singular with respect to p. If the family is uncountable there is a it-negligible set A and a nonatomic countably-additive probability v with v(A) = 1. In this case v is a nonatomic countably-additive probability defined on 2A, hence eaxd(A) is a real-valued measurable cardinal [3] . The converse is also true.
2. Ranges are convex. Let 95 be an F-algebra, which is defined to be an algebra whose Stone space is an F-space in the sense of Gillman and Jerison [8] , [18] . Seever shows that 95 is an F-algebra iff whenever {An} is an increasing sequence and {Bn} is a decreasing sequence in 95 with An c Bn for all n, there is a C E 95 with An E C E Bn for all n. This may serve as our definition of an F-algebra. Any a-complete algebra 95 is an F-algebra. Seever shows that any closed subspace of an F-space is an F-space, hence it follows that any quotient algebra 95 /n via an ideal r/ is an F-algebra if F is an F-algebra. The chief means of constructing F-algebras is as quotients of a-complete algebras. Under the assumption of Martin's Axiom and c = N2, van Douwen and van Mill [22] have constructed an F-algebra not arising in this fashion.
We shall need the following lemma, which is the one-dimensional version of Liapounoffs theorem on F-algebras.
Lemma 2-1 (Maharam [14] ). Let 95 be an F-algebra and let p E BA+C$>). Proof.
Suppose we have found sequences Ax E A2 E • • • E An E Bn E ■ ■ ■ E Bx in 95 so that X -2~" < p(An) < p(B") < X + 2~" where X G (0, || w||) is fixed beforehand. Find a partition {C,, . . . , C"} of Bn \ An into sets of p measure at most 2 " x. Let m0 be the last integer, possibly 0, so that p(An) + 27Í, p(C¡) is less than or equal to X. Set An+X = An u U ™-i C, and set B"+i = An U U r-°í"' C, We have An E An+X e Bn+X c Fn and X -2~"-x < u(y."+1) < u(F"+1) < X + 2"""'. Find a C G 95 satisfying An c C c Bn for all n. We have p(C) = X. Since X G (0, || p\\) is arbitrary, 9t(ii) = [0, || u||]. D
Remark. (1) Obvious modifications of the proof of Lemma 2-1 demonstrates that if p is a finite-dimensional, nonatomic, nonnegative, finitely-additive measure on the F-algebra 95 , then, when {xx, x2} E 9l(it), there exists a continuous path in 9l(it) starting at xx and ending at x2. This hints that 9l(u) is convex.
(2) Lemma 2-1 has been established by Granirer [9] for left invariant means on certain infinite semigroups. When suitably interpreted, L. J. Savage [17, Theorem 3.3 .2], establishes Lemma 2-1 for nonatomic measures on the power set of a discrete set.
Theorem 2-2. Let /x be a finite-dimensional, nonatomic, bounded, finitely-additive measure on the F-algebra 95. 9L(/x) is convex.
Proof. We first assume that the theorem is true for all n-dimensional nonnegative measures /x and demonstrate its validity for (n + l)-dimensional measures. By induction and Lemma 2-1 the theorem is true for all finite dimensional nonnegative it. To obtain the theorem for a general (px, . . . , p") = p, one appeals to its validity for (it,+ , uj~, . . . , u/, p~) = v and the fact that 91 (it) and 9l(ii) are the linear images of 9L(u) and 91(d) under the obvious transformations.
Let (it,, . . . , pn, p"+x) = p he a nonnegative, nonatomic measure on 95 such that il, + i is absolutely continuous with respect to (u" . . ., p") = p', so that if {A"} is a sequence in 95 with p'(An) -»0 then p"+\(An)^0.
By inductive assumption 9l(u') is convex. > ïl^-riiA), then p"+xiC0) > jpn + liA) > pn+xiCx), otherwise un+1(C0) <5ft,+ ,(4) < p"+xiCx). In any case there is a X such that p"+xiCx) =\pn+x(A). Let Ax/2 = C for this X. Thus, when pn + x is absolutely continuous with respect to jtx', 91 (u) is convex. Now suppose that (px, . . . , pn+x) is any nonatomic, nonnegative, finitely-additive measure on 95. Set v = 2"=y' it,. The measure v = (vx, . . ., vn+x) is nonatomic and has vn+x absolutely continuous with respect to (vx, . . . , vn). As in Halmos [10, Lemma 6] , 9l(/x) is a 1-1 linear image of 9l(/x). Since 9L(p) is convex, 9l(it) is also convex. This establishes that the range of any finite-dimensional vector measure is convex, fj Corollary 2-2-1. (a) Let 95 be an F-algebra and p a nonnegative and nonatomic finitely-additive map from 95 to Rd with d < oo. For any F G 95 there is an element fE of the continuous functions G(Xc¡) on the Stone space X® of 95 such that 0 < fE < Xi£i (where [E] is the clopen set in X^ corresponding to E), such that ß{fE < X} = Xp(E) for 0 < X < 1. Here ß corresponds to it under the Stone correspondence.
(b) If 95 is an F-algebra of subsets of a set X there is a 95 -measurable function fE on X with 0 < fE < xEJ°r an E E®>, such that p{f < X} = Xp(E)for 0 < X < 1. Thus, (a) follows from (b). To establish (b) one takes the family Ex constructed in the proof of Theorem 2-2 and sets fE equal to the uniform limit of {/": n G TV} where/, is the step function equal to k ■ 2~n on F(/t+1)2" \ Ek2-n for k < 2".
Remarks.
(1) The proof of Theorem 2-2 is a simplification of Halmos' proof [10] of the convexity of the range of a countably-additive, finite-dimensional, nonatomic, vector-valued measure. Weiss [23] establishes Theorem 2-2 for the case 95 = 2X for a set X. His proof closely follows Halmos' proof.
(2) Lemma 1-1 is a consequence of Theorem 2-2. (3) Margolies [15] has shown that all left invariant means on infinite groups are nonatomic. Theorem 2-2 shows that the joint range, (px(A), . . . , pdiA)) as A ranges over subsets of the group, of finitely many left invariant means («,,..., pd) is convex. Results of Granirer [9] allow this result to be extended to left invariant means on right cancellative semigroups.
In the proof of Theorem 2-2 it is not necessary to use the full strength of the interpolation property defining F-algebras. It was noted by Margolies [15] that what is necessary is that if u = (u" . . . , pd), {An: n E N} and {Bn: n E N} are sequences in the algebra 95 with An E An+X c Bn + X c Bn for all n, and if/ is such that Pj+iBn \ An) -> 0, or ii~(F" \ An) -> 0, there exists a C in 95 satisfying An e C E Bn for all n. This property is called p-completeness of 95. Then 95 is /x-complete iff it is pj+ and it," complete for ally.
The same definition may be used to define it-complete subsets & of 95. One may ask: "For which algebras 95 does one have «-completeness for all nonatomic «?".
If A e B are in 95 the restriction of a nonatomic p to {C: CE 95,C E B\ A} is a nonatomic measure on this Boolean algebra. Hence {u(C):Cg95,/1cCc B} is convex when the order interval </l,F) = {C G 95 : ^4 e C cF}is /x-complete. If 'S is a filter on 95 and 5 is an ideal then 'S n Í is an increasing union of order intervals (A, F> c 'S D 5-Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2-2-2. Let 'S be a filter and Í be an ideal in the Boolean algebra 95 . If în Í is p-complete for the nonatomic, finite-dimensional, finitely-additive measure p then pi's n 5) = { u(C): Cefni}« convex.
Remark. Margolies has extended Theorem 2-2 to show that u(S ) is convex if S is a it-complete linear system in a Boolean algebra 95 on which it is nonatomic. A linear system is defined as a subset of 95 so that the set of characteristic functions Proof. If not, the Stone space Xq is scattered and infinite, hence it contains a sequence {xn: n E N} of distinct isolated points. Let Y he the closure of this sequence. Y is extremely disconnected and {xn} are isolated in Y. For any A c N, YA = {xn : n E A} is a clopen subset of Y. The mapping A -» YA is an isomorphism of the clopen algebra of 2N into the clopen algebra of Y. Since there is a nonatomic probability on 2N there is one on the clopen algebra of Y. Hence Y has a nonatomic Radon probability, hence X^ has a nonatomic probability Radon measure, contradicting the scatteredness of X^. Thus, X% is nonscattered. Thus, 95 admits a nonatomic probability measure.
If X is an F-space which is infinite and scattered it is totally disconnected and is the Stone space of its F-algebra 95 of clopen sets. Since 95 admits a nonatomic probability, X could not have been scattered. □ Remark. This is established in [16, Corollary 1] for a-complete algebras. If 95 is a a-algebra and u is countably additive then 9i( it) is compact. It is not known whether this is true if 95 is an F-algebra. The following proposition states that this is true iff all countably additive elements of F/l(95) have Hahn decompositions.
Proposition 2-4. Let 95 be an F-algebra. Let F be a vector space of nonatomic measures on 95 . These two statements are equivalent.
(1) 91 (/x) is compact if all components of /x are in F.
(2) If p E F then p has a Hahn decomposition.
Proof. The implication (1) -> (2) is immediate. To see that (2) -» (1) note that we need only show that 9t(/x) contains all extreme points of 9l(it), for 9l(/x) is the convex hull of its extreme points and 9l(/x) is convex. If x is an extreme point let / be a linear functional attaining its maximum on 9l(/x) at x. The function I ° p: A -» ¡ipiA)) is an element of F since all components of it are in F. Since I ° p has a Hahn decomposition there is an A E 95 such that lipiA)) = lix). We have x G 9l(/x). □ If 95 is a Boolean algebra, and p is a bounded, finitely-additive, finite-dimensional, nonatomic vector measure on 95, let ß he the corresponding measure on X^.
If we set 91'(«) = [ffdß: f E Q(X^: 0 < / < 1}, then 91 '(«) is convex and
These notations are understood in Propositions 2-5 and 2-6. Proof. Lindenstrauss [13] . □ 3. Ranges of two-dimensional, nonatomic, nonnegative measures with singular components. If p = inx, P2) is a nonatomic, nonnegative measure with singular components on an infinite F-algebra 95, then 91 ( it) is a convex subset of the closed rectangle [0, || u,||] X [0, || w2||] which contains the open rectangle (0, ||u,||)X (0, ||«2||) and the corners (0, 0) and (||/x,||, H/x^l). We will examine which convex sets in the closed rectangle are actually possible for such a p. We will assume without loss of generality that ||«,|| = \\P2W = 1 so we are dealing with convex subsets of the unit square [0, 1] X [0, 1]. We remark that the involution A -> Ac on 95 requires that 9l(/x) be symmetric with respect to the center (|, 2) of the square.
One possibility for 9l(u) is that it be the entire closed square, which is true iff it contains either (1, 0) or (0, 1), hence the other. This is the case iff px and p2 assign full measure to disjoint elements of 95. Such px and p2 exist on any infinite F-algebra by Proposition 2-3.
Is it possible for 91 (u) to omit only (1,0) and (0, 1)? The answer is negative. Proposition 3-1. If p = ipx,p2) with /x, and it2 mutually singular nonatomic probabilities on the infinite F-algebra, it is impossible that 91 (p) omits only (0, 1) and (1, 0) from the closed unit square.
Proof. Suppose that for every e > 0 the points (1 -e, 0) and (0, 1 -e) belong to 91 (it). We assert that there are disjoint Aie) and B(e) in 95 such that «(/1(e)) = (1 -e, 0) and p(B(e)) = (0, 1 -e). Let p(A~(e)) = (1 -e, 0) and p(B(e)) = (0, 1 -e). Set A(e) = i(e) \ ¿(e) and B(e) = ¿(e) \ Ä(e). Since A(e) E Ä(e), p2(A(e)) = 0 and px(A(e)) = px(À(e)) + it,(i(e) n ¿(e)) = *(i(«)) -I -«. Thus, if 9l(it) contains (1 -e, 0) and (0, 1 -e) for all e > 0 it contains (1, 0) and (0, 1). This completes the proof of this proposition, fj The proof of Theorem 1-2 demonstrated that if px is a nonatomic probability measure on a Boolean algebra 95 with corresponding jit, on the Stone space X%, there is a nonatomic probability p2 on 95 with corresponding measure it2 on Xŝ uch that supp(jS2) is a nowhere dense subset of supp(/x,) with iL/suppdSj)) = 0. Consequently, when px(A) = 0 then p2(A) = 0 and there is an increasing sequence {An: n E N} e 'S) such that px(A) = 0 converges to 1, yet p2(An) = 0 for all n. If 95 is an F-algebra then 9i(«) contains (1 -e, 0) for all e > 0, yet contains no (0, X) with X > 0. By averaging two such measures living on disjoint elements of 95 where one has had its coordinates reversed, one may obtain a p such that Proof. There exists a family {va} of mutually nonatomic Radon probability measures on {0, 1}C of cardinality 2C each with support equal to (0, 1}C. This may be constructed by using, for {va}, coin flip measures with c flips and with varying probabilities of heads. All that is needed to establish the corollary is to find a closed subset of X<% admitting {0, 1}C as a continuous image. To do this pick a nonatomic element of t31l+(A'i8) and let Z be its support. Seever [18] shows that Z is Stonian, hence has a complete (infinite) clopen algebra 95z. One may find a disjoint sequence in 95z \ {0}. The a-complete algebra 950 it generates is isomorphic to 2N. There is, as a result, a continuous map from Z onto ßN. Since {0, 1}C is separable (Comfort and Negrepontis [6, Theorem 3.20] ) there is a continuous map of ßN onto {0, 1}C. Thus, Z has (0, 1}C as a continuous image. □ Remark. It is possible to choose the measures in Corollary 3-2-4 so that if { pnX: n E N} and {pn2: n E N} are disjoint subsets there is an A c N such that H"X(A) > I -e and tt"2(/4) < e for all n for a given e > 0. This requires the use of some results from the theory of independent sets.
One example of an F-algebra is gotten by taking the power set 2" of a cardinal k and the ideal [k]<k of subsets of cardinality less than k. The quotient algebra 95 = 2K/[ic]<lt is an F-algebra which is not a-complete when k is of countable cofinality. The measures on 95 are precisely those arising from uniform measures on k (i.e., measures which annihilate all subsets of k of smaller cardinal). Proof. If F n 91 (/x) = pi<s~ n Í) for a filter <s~ and an ideal 5, let xF = sup{ píA): A E 'S n í } and yF = inf{ piA): A E 'S n 3} (for the order of F"). Note that if /I, E A2 are in S7 n í then 91 (ju) n F contains the relative interior of the order interval (piAx), /x(j42)> since it has singular components on A2\ Ax. As .4, decreases and A2 increases in 'S n 5 these relative interiors increase to cover the relative interior of (yF, xF}. This suffices to show that 9l(it) n F is a dense subset of (yF, xF). That, when F E G, (yF, xF} C <(yG, xG> is an immediate consequence of the convexity of 91 ( p) 4. Zonoids. In §2 we exhaustively considered the possible ranges of a two-dimensional, finitely-additive vector measure on an F-algebra with mutually singular probabilities as components. The conclusion was that "nearly all" dense convex subsets of the unit square containing (0, 0) and (1,1) are possible. We conjecture that the same sort of results are true in general for nonatomic vector valued measures with nonsingular components.
We recall from [4] that a zonoid is the range of a finite-dimensional, nonatomic, countably-additive, vector-valued measure on a measurable space ÍX, 2). Lemma 1-1 assures us that the closure of the range of a finite-dimensional, finitely-additive, nonatomic measure on a Boolean algebra is always a zonoid. A converse also is true as we shall see in Proposition 4-2. We shall assume that all zonoids are in Rd for some d. When a zonoid lies in the nonnegative orthant of Rd we shall call it a positive zonoid. The countably-additive, vector-valued, nonatomic measures giving rise to positive zonoids are the nonnegative ones.
In [4] it is shown that zonoids in Rd ave precisely the class of weak* (o(/°°, /')) continuous linear images in Rd of the unit ball, \UX, of /°°. Since □" is a a(/°°, /') continuous linear image of the positive unit ball, □* = [0, 1] °, all zonoids are a(/°°,/') continuous linear images of □ *. This is reasonable for □* is an "infinite-dimensional zonoid". If ii = {pn: n E TV} is a sequence of mutually singular, countably-additive, nonatomic probability measures on a measurable space ÍX, 2), then jla may be considered a nonnegative, /"-valued, nonatomic vector measure by setting /xL4) = ÍpnÍA)). Then 91 (/x) is easily verified to be Q*. If t: l°° -» Rd is a(/°°, /') continuous and linear then t ° p is a finite-dimensional, nonatomic, countably-additive measure on ÍX, 2) with range r(rj^). Note that t may be described by a matrix {t": 1 < i < d, 1 </ < oo} so that t((x")) has its ith coordinate given by 2°L, t"x.. For each 1 < /' < d, {ty: 1 < / < oo} G /'. It may be assumed that for each j in N there is an /' with t" ¥= 0. The zonoid T(rj^) is a positive zonoid iff {t0: 1 < / < oo} G /1+ for each 1 < . < d. The fact that t ° it is nonatomic is a consequence of the fact that countable convex combinations of nonatomic measures (countably additive or finitely additivs) are nonatomic. The countable additivity of t ° p is established similarly. Proof. Use Corollary 3-2-2 to construct a sequence {u" : n G /Y} of mutually singular, nonatomic, finitely-additive probabilities on 95 such that these all have identical null sets. Construct the nonatomic / °°-valued measure p as in the proof of Proposition 4-2. Then, 9l(w) is a(/°°, /') dense in □ *. The only sequence {x": n G N} in 91 (/x) with x" = 0 for some n is 0, and the only sequence in 9l(it) with x" = 1 for some n is 1. Let t be a a(/°°,/') continuous linear function with T(D») = Z. Let v = t ° it. Since 91 (p) is dense in Z by Proposition 4-2 and is convex by Proposition 2-4, it includes Z° u {"(0), "(X)} (which is convex). If 0 G 9Z let F be the minimal face of Z containing 0. t~'(F) is a a(/°°, /') closed face of □* which must be proper since r(l) = v(X), and since the face of Z determined by 0 and v(X) is Z and not F c 3Z. There are no elements of 9t(»<) in F \ {0}, for if there were there would be a sequence (tt"04)) G t~x(F). By [2, Lemma 3 (6)], t"'(F) is of the form {(x"): x" = 0 for all n E J} for some nonempty subset J of TV. If p(A) E t~x(F) then fi"(A) = 0 for some n E N, hence /x"04) = 0 for all n E N, hence p(A) = 0, hence »>L4) = 0-Thus. {0} = F n 91 (y).
Similarly, if F' is the smallest face of Z containing j»(/V) then 91(1») n F' = {»'(A')}. Now consider x G 9Z such that the smallest face F of Z containing x does not contain either 0 or PÍX) (which is the case if {0, PÍX)} e Z°). t~xíF) is a a(/°°, /') closed face of □ *. Hence there are, by [2, Lemma 3 (6)], subsets Jx c J2 of N so that (x") in □* is in w-1(F), x" = 0 if n G J2, and xn = 1 if n G 7,. It must be the case that J2¥" N and Jx ^= 0. It is impossible to have an A E 95 so that n"(A) = 0 for n G F, and /x"(/l) = 1 if n E Jx. Thus, 9l(u) n r~x(F) = 0.
Thus, 91 (p) n F = 0. This suffices to establish the proposition. □ Remark. It immediately follows that if 95 is any algebra supporting a nonatomic measure, there is a nonatomic vector-valued measure v on 95 whose range is dense in Z yet contains no boundary points of Z other than 0 and v(X).
In the proof of Proposition 4-3 it was observed that if F is a face of the zonoid Z then t " '(F) is a o(l °°, / ') closed face n^. hence of the form If one wishes to find a nonatomic p so that 91 (y) n F ¥= 0 for a given face F of Z with p = t ° it as in the proof of Proposition 4-3, it is necessary to guarantee that pn for n G /1(F) be simultaneously disjoint with il, for n G B(F) so that there is an A E 95 so that p"(A) = 1 for n G /1(F) and il,(/í) = 0 if n £ fi(F). Proof. Let {C,, ...,Cm} he the atoms of the finite algebra generated by {A(Fj): 1 < / < n} in 2N. Let {Ax, . . . , Am} he the atoms of a finite subalgebra & of 95 so that each A¡ receives strictly positive measure under some nonatomic measure on 95. Select for each n G C-a nonatomic probability u" on 95 such that p"(Aj) = 1 so that { pn: n E Cj} are mutually singular and have identical null sets. Let it = (il,) and let p = t ° p. Since p has mutually singular probabilities as components, 'SI(p) is dense in Z. introduced the notion of a quasi-F-space X which, for compact X, is one for which CÍX) is sequentially order-Cauchy complete. If X is the Stone space of a Boolean algebra 95 then 95 should be called a quasi-F-algebra iff A' is a quasi-F-space. This is the case iff whenever {A"} is an increasing sequence and {B"} is a decreasing sequence in 95 with An c B" for all n and for which [Bn\ An} decreases to <f> there is a C G 95 with An e C E Bn for all n. In the results of this article in which F-algebras appear one may use quasi-F-algebras instead. This is clear from remarks after Corollary 2-2-1. It is useful to note that it follows from Corollary 4.7 of Dashiell, Hager and Henriksen that, just as for F-spaces, the support of any Radon measure or a compact quasi-F-space is Stonian.
